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Research instrument 1 

 

Table result of questionnaire 

No. Statement 
Answer 

SA A N D SD 

1. I use English as long as English day. 2 8 9 1  

2. I write the difficult word in English day. 3 7 9 1  

3. I enjoy speak English with my friends. 5 9 5 1  

4. English day made English more interesting to 

me. 

10 3 7   

5. English day makes me confident to speak 

English. 

5 8 7   

6. I express question if there are unclear. 10 6 4   

7. I use new word in conversation. 2 5 8 5  

8. I use dictionary to increase my vocabulary. 2 3 11 4  

9. English day program improve my speaking 

skill. 

10 6 4   

10. I ask my friend to correct my English when I 

make a mistake. 

4 11 5   

11. I use silent way when I do not know how to 

communicate with somebody. 

2 7 6 5  

12. I study conversation to improve my English. 7 10 3   

13. I listen to English song to improve my 

pronunciation. 

10 7 3   

14. I use English when I meet my teacher even 

though out of English class. 

5 5 8 2  

15. I motivate myself to use English in daily life 

and able to take risk. 

3 3 6 8  

16. When I take a mistake, I will reprimanded 

and corrected by the teacher. 

6 9 5   

17. I mix word (English-indonesia) if get 

problem in conversation. 

12 6 2   
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18.  English day makes me more confident in 

speaking English in public. 

5 6 6 3  

19. The English day supports my school 

activities 

4 7 9   

20. My friends speak English during the 

English day program. 

2 8 7 3  

 

 

 

Research Instrument 2 

 

 

RESEARCH INSRTRUMENT 

IMPROVING THE SPEAKING ABILITY OF STUDENTS AT SMPN 6 

SENGKANG THROUGH ENGLISH DAY PROGRAM 

 

PERSONAL IDENTITY : 

   NAME  : 

  CLASS : 

 

 

Description: 

a. This study aims to determine the results of the English Day Program in 

improving the English speaking ability of SMPN 6 Sengkang students. 

b. The data from this research will be used as a material to compile a thesis in 

the Undergraduate Program (S1) Department of English Literature, Faculty of 

Cultural Sciences, Hasanuddin University. 

c. The writer expects that students can answer questions orally. 

d. For the participation and assistance of the students, thank you. 
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Direction: Answer the question orally! 

1. What do you think about the impact of the technology? 

 

ASSESSMENT FORMAT FOR SPEAKING 

Class  : 

Topic  :  

No Name 
Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      

8      

9      

10      

11      

12      

13      

14      

15      

16      

17      

18      

19      

20      

 

Notes: Score 5 as very good  Score 2 as poor 

 Score 4 as good  Score 1 as very poor 

 Score 3 as average 
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 SCRIPT OF THE STUDENTS SPEAKING IN TEST 

 

Topic: what do you think about the impact of the technology? 

ADGA 

 Well thank you very much for the chance to me, my name is ADGA. So according 

to me relate with the question about technology. Technology…. is important in our 

life because people can do anything and can know anything with technology. We 

can see many thing in the television. Eemm.. for example… if there is something 

bad happen in Jakarta, we can know…with watching TV. And we can go to Jakarta 

without long time because we can use plane or ship. Without technology, we 

don’t… we do not know about TV, plane, ship, and so on. 

 

ARJ 

E... thank you for the chance, e.. my name is ARJ e... I am from 8th “expert” e... 

Technology is very important,..because we….we… become up to date. We know 

something  that…that is happen in our day. Everyday we can see technology make 

people happy because, they can do something with technology …..help. So, we need 

technology. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 3 3 3 

 

NN 

Assalamu’alaikum, good morning guys e.. thanks for the chance e... my name is 

NN and you can call me B. E.... yeah talking about what do you think about the 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 4 4 4 
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impact of the technology, e.... the first you must know what is the technology is e... 

some material can easy, can easy do whatever you want. E.... and e.... the 

technology have the positive impact and negative impact. Positive impact e.. 

technology can improve your knowledge. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 3 3 4 

 

AZTS 

Ok assalamu’alaikum, my name AZTS. I interest in technology because we can 

make something different with another people. For  exsample, we can make robot, 

machine, and so on. So…..technology is interesting. But technology still have bad 

impact in our live if we use it for negative. Television is the one of technology 

product and give many bad impact. Television always show many bad thing that 

very dangerous to us. For sample, we know the life style in other country and the 

people can follow that. But I think television also give good impact because we can 

know many information with watching television. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

5 5 4 4 

 

MFPJ 

Ok good morning friend, good morning.. thanks for the chance given to me my 

name is MFPJ and you can call M. And now I want to talking about  the technology. 

I think technology is very important in the world. Because with technology we can 
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an we can improve our knowledge and with technology so we can find our daily 

need. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

3 4 4 3 

 

AMMMB 

Ok, thak you very much for the chance my name is AMMMB. I think technology 

is the important…effect, I mean..technology is the important aspect in people life. 

Many jobs.. that always… do by  us or… people…people, now can do by machine. 

Of course it is good for people and make people….make people….easy to do their 

job. People can do their house work….with..people can do their housework easily. 

They can….cooking….washing with…..cooking….washing by machine. 

Without…without…. technology people will get difficult in their life. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 3 3 4 

 

SNR 

Ok thank you very much for the chance. Emm.. My name is SNR... like my our 

friend say before technology have 2 impact which negative and positive impact but 

for me it’s depend to the people will use the technology like he or she want to use 

in positive or she want to use in negative  but according to me e... technology is 

important because with technology our life with technology our life more easy than 

before thank you. 
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Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

3 4 4 4 

 

NZA 

Ok thank you my name is NZA. talk about technology computer is technology  if 

you,  if you connect to someone would so far you can using handphone, if you write 

anything you can using computer, ok thank you. According to me e... the impact 

positive of the technology is I think technology is very important for me because 

we can information and knowledge for me thank you. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 4 4 3 

 

MFJ 

My name is MFJ. Talking about technology, I have one opinion. Ok, positive side 

is for the example mobile phone, you know that mobile phone that has many 

function one of them is you can communicate with..e… other people in far side and 

then google. Google you know that you can looking for some 

information..eemmm.. advertisement and many things other. I think that’s enough 

thank you. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

3 4 4 4 
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AAF 

Ok e... thank for the chance my name is AAF. I think the positive impact of 

technology e... is e..... technology increase our knowledge because of the 

technology we can, we can get the new information or new a friend and e.. we can 

search and find what we need. We just take the world on the… keyboard on the 

laptop and then enter after that we will get it.. I think that’s all. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 3 3 4 

 

NM 

Ok my name is NM. I think , I think technology in positive impact can know what 

you can not know before and we can get many information easy. Example internet, 

we just click what do we want to know and enter and you can find or get what do 

you want to know, that’s enough.. thank you. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

3 4 4 4 

 

KL 

Ok my name is KL. E..... I think technology is very important because with 

technology you can get information about everything you want to know and 

technology can improve you knowledge.  
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Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 3 4 3 

 

RA 

Ok thank you for the chance, my name is RA. I agree if we said that technology is 

very important in our love. Yah.. internet we can get many information to add our 

knowledge and e.. if we didn’t know about the English world, you can use the 

goggle translate and the impact of the technology of use the internet many impact. 

One another is you can know what happen in other country, and the bad is depend 

on the users. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 3 4 4 

 

KS 

My name is KS, Technology can bring human to the new world and everything 

easy to do, the positive impact e… from technology we can take from phone. You 

can call other people, you can call your friend and connect ee… with other people 

wherever.. wherever they live.  It is different if we write a letter, nahh.. it’s take a 

long time. The negative impact of the tchnology is we wasting many time so long... 

by phone every time we used it. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 4 3 4 
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DA 

Ok thank you for the chance, e... my name is DA. E.... according to me technology 

is very important in my life e... in other side e..... you can use technology e.... and 

you know about information-information in yuor country and e..... other country. 

E.... you can, you can know but e something happen in your country and other 

country. Ee.. I think you can to search e... the task and e.. I think with, with use 

technology I can be easy in working the task adn the negative impacts e...  

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

3 4 3 4 

 

AAKW 

Ok thank you very much for the chance to me. My name is AAKW. I can not 

imagine if we don’t have high technology like now. Maybe we still use message to 

know… to know the condition of our family that use…many…eh  more time. We 

still difficult to know the information… because we don’t have television and radio. 

And we can not enjoy many good things like now without technology….. Even 

though technology have many negative impact but technology still…still..helpful 

for people. If we only want to get the positive impact of technology we have to 

choose the best for us. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 4 4 4 
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HA 

My name is HA, I think about the impact of technology. Technology is making 

modification use of knowledge of e.... making of method e.... organisation in order 

to saw or a problem improve avery exciting handle of input or output information 

of technology. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

3 3 4 4 

 

MIA 

Ok my name is MIA. I think technology is very needed for people. As we can see 

in my house. There are some electronic tools that make people easy… work… easy 

to do some job. I can watching television, listening radio, my mother can cook with 

rice cooker and many thing. I am very like technology. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 4 4 3 

 

KDP 

Pendapat, ok my name is KDP. e..... apa dih? E,, according to me, technology is 

emmm... according to me technology we can use the prinsip,  and information 

eng.... so, so network example technology of example e... e.......... apa dih???? 

Haape, yah hape e... dampak, apa lagi dampak? Oh impact negative e.... eeee.. the 

impact is bad.  
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Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

2 3 2 3 

 

AAA 

Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh... my name is AAA. Talking about 

the technology, according to me it very usefull. Example internet, we can search 

and find what we need. We just take the world on the keyboard on the laptop and 

then enter after that we will get it. 

Aspect of Assessment 

Pronunciation Accuracy Fluency Comprehensibility 

4 4 4 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 


